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No component defined
Id for SisteM25 in return from LesVarerIBruk in now the message id, not an internal document key.
[ RENO-10860 ]

The message version has been set to version 2.5. If version 2.4 is needed it has to be set back
manually via the admin view.
[ RENO-10861 ]

In the search medication window the "J/H" filtering option is only applied and shown for relevant
users and patients.
[ RENO-10867 ]

For eRp-prescriptions, Accepted by and Last edited by fields on the Lib row details will not be shown.
Instead, a new Signed and sent by field will show the name of the user that did sign and send of the
prescription.
[ RENO-10869 ]

When installing FM, the new RF certificate and its roots, the FEST certificate roots and the old RF root
extension certificate are also installed.
All the roots and root extension certificates will also be installed (if not present yet) when installing a
new certificate via the admin dashboard.
[ RENO-10870 ]

The FM server is now built to target "Any" CPU rather than just 32 bit. This means that it will run as a
64 bit application in 64 bit Windows installations, but continue to run as a 32 bit application in 32 bit
Windows installations.
[ RENO-10881 ]

LesCave using older namespaces should no longer return invalid XML
[ RENO-10897 ]

A new async M25.2 message will no longer be processed if the GenDate is older than the GenDate of
an already processed message.
All M25.2 inbox notifications are now cleared when a new M25.2 message is processed.
[ RENO-10917 ]

For "LIB-ansvarlig" doctors a "Rekvirent" role is now specified for every item in "lib" item when
sending "multidose" messages.
[ RENO-10931 ]

Improved performance when opening system configuration and institution configuration in the admin
dashboard.
[ RENO-10982 ]

The "Fjern" button in "Andre forskrivninger" is now disabled in all cases for ekspederbar resepter.
Previously, it was only disabled for the LIB-responsible doctor. Also, a tooltip has been added for this
button that explains when it is disabled.
[ RENO-10986 ]

Fixed processing of Helfo reply messages (M12) for Helfo applications that were started as drafts, i.e.
first created by assistant users. The FM would fail to find the related application when processing the
reply message from Helfo.

[ RENO-11072 ]

Defect fixed which allowed jordmødre and helsesøstre to renew and send resepter for drugs without
MT.
[ RENO-11080 ]

Fixed defect which could cause forskriver in the prescription screen to be initialized to a user who did
not have privileged to issue resepter for the selected drug.
[ RENO-11081 ]

Defect fixed which allowed user to omit the refusjonskode for H-resept if refusjonshjemmel 4 was
selected before H.
[ RENO-11082 ]

G02B added to the list of ATC codes that jordmødre and helsesøstre can issue resepter for.
[ RENO-11083 ]

Reimburshementcodes from ICD-10 are now included in H-resepter.
[ RENO-11084 ]

Fixed a label text in "Ekspederingsanmoding" dialog. The text “Formidlernavn (f.eks nærbutikk)" was
cropped.
[ RENO-11094 ]

Fixed an error when converting version 2.4 Helfo applications to version 2.5. This would fail because
the Instituert element was not in the correct location in the XML structure.
[ RENO-11117 ]

In the admin view within the organization configuration an rsh Id is no longer a required field when
creating institutions, although if the intent is to fetch structure from service nothing will be fetched
unless a valid rsh is specified.
[ RENO-11155 ]

SLV field in prescription view is not shown for every medication anymore. Now only medications that
require it display the SLV field.
[ RENO-11175 ]

The M25 stylesheet view has been updated using the latest version of the M25 stylesheet (dated
2016-04-04)
[ RENO-11220 ]

When in "samstemming" items are more clearly indicated as handled by green green frames, icons
and tool tips.
[ RENO-11212 ]

Fixed RF status update in AF for ferdigekspedert prescription
[ RENO-11248 ]

Fixed incorrect RF status shown after sending M1 for a patient who does not have registered approval
for M9.5.
[ RENO-11252 ]

Changed LIB draft prescriptions tooltip to remove reference to the inbox which is not in use
everywhere. It now says "Medhjelper har laget ny resept. Resepten må signeres og sendes av en
rekvirent."

[ RENO-11253 ]

Non-doctors in an "LIB-ansvarlig" installation should never end up in CAVE "samstemming" when
receiving an M25.2.
[ RENO-11259 ]

Signing queue counters and notifications should now show up correctly for LIB messages in
installation where drafts don't require approval and an assistant just created a draft prescription.
[ RENO-11282 ]

Registering as "LIB ansvarlig lege" is no longer possible with pending recalls in message queue.
[ RENO-11289 ]

When selecting short dosing from search results, the dssn text in the prescription view should no
longer directly editable.
[ RENO-11339 ]

When sending M5 (recall) message, the local resept status is now updated to reflect the RF status.
[ RENO-11340 ]

Visual improvements in the LIB.
[ RENO-11402 ]

A new samstemming has been implemented that allows doctors and other FM users to consolidate
the local LIB and CAVE with LIB, CAVE and resepter received from Reseptformidleren.
[ RENO-11491 ]

Support has been implemented for an updated M9.6 specification which contains summarized
delivery information rather than attached M6 messages.
Support has also been implemented for sending a new M9.7 query to Reseptformidleren which is
responded to with an M9.8 which contains utleveringer (M6) for a specific resept.
[ RENO-11492 ]

The CAVE information model has been updated and synchronized with the information model used in
the Kjernejournal.
[ RENO-11493 ]

Importing a paper M8 ("Utleveringsrapport Fastlege") for locally unknown "legemiddel" should no
longer end up in an exception.
[ RENO-11497 ]

FM supports SQL server 2014 now and compatibility levels which SQL server 2014 supports.
[ RENO-10332 ]

The shortcuts to the FM Admin module ("FM Systemadministrasjon") and Configuration Wizard
("eResept Forskrivningsmodul Installasjon") that are created by the FM setup have been changed to
be "normal" shortcuts. Previously, these were so-called "advertised" shortcuts that would validate the
FM Client or Configuration Wizard installation each time the shortcut is activated (and do a repair if
necessary). Now, they will only run the application, without trying to repair.
The same goes for the shortcut for the FM client install ("FM Klient Installasjon").
[ RENO-10369 ]

When linking from andre forskrivninger, the "Knytt til" dialog will now tell the user which (if any)
resept will be recalled as a result of the linking.
[ RENO-10377 ]

Setting up a new DB will now be done partially in single-user mode, preventing unwanted locks to
occur.
[ RENO-10378 ]

In patient consent view, the expire date is now correctly validated.
[ RENO-10384 ]

In the search medication window the "J/H" filtering option is only applied and shown for relevant
users and patients.
[ RENO-10413 ]

"Kortdose" link to medication in a FEST update will not be stored if the link has been created manually
before update.
[ RENO-10426 ]

J/H are now allowed to accept or reject a seponering suggestion from an assistant.
[ RENO-10452 ]

Searching local prescribers will no longer filter out persons without HER id
[ RENO-10507 ]

When a user does a "renew all" and there is/are item(s) which cannot be renewed then a message
dialog pops up to inform the user of the fact with a list of the items that will not be renewed.
[ RENO-10498 ]

Undo list in LIB is filtered to contain only items which the user is allowed to undo.
[ RENO-10509 ]

Fixed error which prevented creating an institution without a RESH-id in the FM database.
[ RENO-10513 ]

When a healthcare person has privileges to print out prescription, the senders healthcare person role
is printed out before the senders name.
[ RENO-10526 ]

Prescribers other than doctors (i.e. dentists, jordmødre and helsesøstre) are no longer allowed to send
or print M25.1/M1/M5 messages for patients with a registered LIB-ansvarlig in the current
installation.
[ RENO-10583 ]

Fm no longer has the job option for automatically delete any e-resept messages (m95/m96)
[ RENO-10767 ]

The Url for the Relis external information service has been updated to reflect changed query string
[ RENO-10796 ]

Problem fixed which prevented the prescription screen from re-initializing during generic
substitutions.
[ RENO-10798 ]

-RFC#10 (H-resepter)
Renewing a H-resept without change is allowed as long as the structured vilkår (10) validates for the
user.
If the user is not allowed to use refusjonshjemmel H, when the user tries to renew (or renew with

change), the refusjonshjemmel selection is initialize to “Ingen”.
[ RENO-10837 ]

Doctors can prescribe "H-resepter" now.
[ RENO-9993 ]

Renewing a H-resept without change is allowed as long as the structured vilkår (10) validates for the
user.
If the user is not allowed to use refusjonshjemmel H, when the user tries to renew (or renew with
change), the refusjonshjemmel selection is initialize to “Ingen”.
[ RENO-9994 ]

